Lavner Camps

Lavner Camps is a family-owned camp organization that offers camps at 25 prestigious locations nationwide, and has embraced the concept that kids should love what they do, and have the opportunity for experiential, hands-on learning. The talented and dedicated year-round team has educational backgrounds from top universities and years of experience in the camp industry due to their extensive backgrounds as campers, instructors, directors, visionaries, and thought leaders. They love what they do and bring this passion to the workplace each day to help create amazing camp opportunities for children.

Lavner Camps run a wide range of specialty camps in the areas of computer programming, engineering, robotics and more. We are seeking passionate and enthusiastic students whom may be interested in working with kids in the fields of STEM and Technology.

You can learn more about us on [www.lavnercamps.com](http://www.lavnercamps.com) and any interested students or colleagues can [apply here](http://applyhere).